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Automotive Parts

Installation Guides for Car Cabin Air Filter Models:
MAP 1004C (active carbon), MAP 1004P (premium microfiber), MAP 1004W (high density microfiber)
Spec.: 1.14" (Height), 4.39" (Width), 8.9" (Length)
Applications Where Used:
ACURA: CSX (Canada), EL (Canada), RSX
HONDA: Civic, Civic Hybrid, CR-V, Element

Locating the Filter:
Behind the glove box, behind the cabin filter access door on the passenger side of the vehicle.

Tools: Standard screwdriver.

Installation Steps:
1. Sit in passenger seat, open the glove box.
2. Unclip two glove box stops, one on each side of the glove box. Using a standard screwdriver, pry
the stops loose from the inside of the glove box while pushing inward on the outside of the stop
to remove it. The stops should remove to the inside.
3. Once both stops are removed, allow the glove box to hang down toward the floor on the bottom
hinge.
4. Find a rectangular shaped door. Unlatch the door from the left hand side, open and remove it.
5. Behind the door will be two plastic frames housing the filters. Remove the first one by pulling it
straight out by the tab on the frame.
6. Remove the second frame that is on the right by using the tab on the frame to slide it to the left
which will allow you to remove it by pulling straight out.
7. Remove both dirty filters from their frames by pushing them out of the frame and replace with
new filters. When putting the new filters in the frame make sure the air flow arrow printed on the
side of the filter is pointing down. (Notes: Remove all debris in / around filter location.)
8. Install new Potauto cabin air filters and frames back into the housing. With the air flow arrow on
the housing pointing down, insert the frame with the tab facing you and to the left slide it back

into the housing and then using the tab, slide it to the right.
9. Reverse the steps 1-6 to complete the filter replacing installation.

We strongly suggest:
For this filter, we have difficulty to provide 100% correct installation methods to every car
model, please search on Google / Bing / Yahoo with your car model + year + “cabin filter”
to have more installation information and videos.

*NOTE: The photos & instructions above are for your reference ONLY, the cabin air filter
location, installation steps, required tools might be different from actual situations.
Please refer to original car maintenance manual or dealers.
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